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Bootstrap component sets

Components from the UI sets listed here can probably be used as-is in Tiki, by
copying the HTML for the component and pasting it into a Tiki page, in a
PluginHTML. This list is tentative and not comprehensive, and not really tested so
far. The idea is to speed up page construction by inserting the complete code for a
section, div, or other page element, avoiding the need to create the element from
scratch. After pasting in the HTML, just replace any dummy text and images, etc.
with the real content of the page.

Bootstrap-compatible collections of components
https://github.com/mdbootstrap/mdb-ui-kit ,
https://mdbootstrap.com/docs/standard/extended/carousel-with-thumbnails/  - Bootstrap 5 UI KIT -
700+ components, plain JavaScript, MIT license, simple installation. MDB is a collection of free
Bootstrap templates, themes, design tools & resources.
https://fastbootstrap.com/  - A Beautiful and Free Bootstrap theme with fully responsive, expertly
crafted components with Atlassian Design.
https://github.com/ayroui/bootstrap-ui-components  - Bootstrap UI Components - Free Core Version
of Ayro UI, A Bootstrap HTML UI Library, with Beautiful & Essential UI Components and Minimal
Design System.
https://github.com/EasyFrontend-com/html-bootstrap-components/tree/main ,
https://easyfrontend.com/  - Free Bootstrap html UI Components - built to create landing pages and
websites. EasyFrontend UI components are free and open-source. show your support and love, don't
forget to give us a star �
https://library.livecanvas.com/  - A Beautiful Bootstrap 5 Templates and Snippets Library

Related information
https://open-ui.org/design-systems/  - Below are the design systems which are often utilized by Open
UI for research purposes.
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